FUNCTIONAL RECOVERY
FOR NEW BUILDINGS

PUBLIC OUTREACH
FUNCTIONAL RECOVERY MATRIX: USE VS RECOVERY TIME
MESSAGING: MAKING THE CASE FOR FUNCTIONAL RECOVERY
FUNCTIONAL RECOVERY TERMINOLOGY DEFINED

INCENTIVES

2030 IBC

Submit Code Change to Reference Functional Recovery Standard
Submit Code Change via cdpACCESS before 1/1/21 or 1/1/22
Develop Functional Recovery Standard

2024 IBC

2 ROUTE

SCENIC

NEHRP Functional Recovery Provisions

ROUTE ASCE 7-28

ROUTE FUTURE IBC

FUNCTIONAL RECOVERY RATING SYSTEM

1 YEAR
4 YEARS
10 YEARS

FUNCTIONAL RECOVERY OPTIONS

June 2020: FEMA/NIST Recommended

LEGEND

- Must complete before moving ahead
- Functional Recovery Rating System
- Require Community-Driven Functional Recovery Targets
- Route coming soon
- Stop
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